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Level One Expediting is a full service sign permit consulting firm.  Obtaining the proper permits to
install signs or awnings can be a confusing, frustrating and time consuming experience for anyone.Level
One Expediting specializes in understanding the unique permitting procedures and code interpretation
of obtaining all the necessary permits required for any size and type of sign.We handle all aspects of
permitting to include zoning and planning board appeals and design review boards. We’ll also take
care of the required electrical permits for all illuminated signage.Are you going through a re-image/
branding program? We can help with this transition.We have experience in re-branding and if you have
a similar project or any other sign related project, contact us.

Do you have a sign project that will require a variance? Perhaps you have an existing location that due to
recent code changes, is no longer in compliance with local code enforcement. Level One Expediting can
help. Level One Expediting offers turnkey variance service, in every city in the U.S. We have local expeditors
all across the country with the experience to navigate the variance process as quickly and professionally as
possible. If you would like to discuss a specific case, please contact Level One today.

Thinking of taking a new location? Level One can give you a detailed report on what the allowable
signage would be at that location.  We could let you know what the allowable square footage is
for all your signage. Level One Expediting’s proper investigation of the permit process for your project
type, in your municipality will ensure we deliver permits as promised.

We are happy to offer specialty permit services to the pre-construction industry. Level One has offered
site survey services to clients in the past and have developed a network capable of handling site survey
needs anywhere in the U.S. Level One specializes only in signage surveys and can handle any survey
need put before our team.
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